Fannie Mae Multifamily Primed to Weather Rising Interest Rates
Fannie Mae is one of the largest risk managers of rental housing in the United States. For nearly 35 years, we have led the
multifamily market through challenging and disruptive real estate cycles. We remain committed to our mission to facilitate
equitable and sustainable access to homeownership and quality affordable rental housing across the country. Our ability to
understand, monitor, and respond proactively to market factors is essential to the success of our Multifamily business. With the
creation of Fannie Mae’s Delegated, Underwriting, and Servicing (DUS®) program, launched in 1988, we continue to demonstrate
favorable performance metrics across a wide range of market conditions. Our exceptional performance includes positive debt
service coverage ratios (DSCR) and steady loan-to-value (LTV) ratios, alongside below-market serious delinquency (SDQ) rates.

Multifamily Serious Delinquency Rates
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In a rising interest rate environment, multifamily investors seek to understand how their investments will perform, particularly as
it relates to the ability for a multifamily borrower to either pay off their loan at the time of maturity or to refinance into the higher
rate environment.
In this commentary, we share insights into multifamily market dynamics along with a summary of key processes we have in place
that are expected to help produce strong loan performance, even in the current rising interest rate environment.

Multifamily Market Sector
U.S. Rental Housing Market Hedges
National multifamily market fundamentals appear to have remained solid through the first half of 2022, due to ongoing
multifamily rental demand stemming from a variety of factors, including positive job growth, rising wages, demographics, and
higher single-family housing prices. In addition to inflation and recession fears, we believe that many renters-by-choice will likely
stay in their units longer due to higher interest rates, making near-term homeownership a less affordable option.
Demographics are a big driver of multifamily demand. Most multifamily renters are in the 20–34-year-old age cohort, which, as
seen in the chart below, has been increasing over the past several years and is expected to see a near-term peak in 2024. And
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although it is expected to decrease slightly over the longer term, it will likely remain elevated compared to recent historical
trends. In addition, although older Millennials are entering the age when many renter households switch over to homeownership,
both the Millennial and Generation Z cohorts are large enough that there will likely continue to be demand for all kinds of
housing, both rental and owned.

U.S. Population: Age 20-34 Cohort

Source: U.S. Census, Fannie Mae

Many renters have continued renting over the past year. As seen in the chart below, data from RealPage shows that lease
renewals have remained largely steady for years, averaging about 51 percent between 2010 and 2019. Rent increases on those
renewals averaged about 4.2 percent during that same time frame with rent increases on lease renewals then skyrocketing to 21.7
percent in 2021 alone.
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Further, lease terms on multifamily properties tend to turn over about every 12 months on average, as seen in the chart below, for
both new leases and renewals. Multifamily properties are identified as those buildings with five-or-more units; as a result, there is
typically some amount of unit turnover going on throughout the course of the year, even in smaller properties. That allows for
multifamily owners to adjust rental prices frequently, either for renewing tenants or new tenants. This becomes a built-in inflation
hedge for multifamily property owners, allowing for them to adjust rents for inflation.
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As seen in the chart to the right,
that’s exactly what’s happened.
Asking rents ran slightly above
inflation during the early 2000s and
through the Great Recession. They
have started to move ahead by a
wider margin since that time,
primarily due to a supply/demand
imbalance, holding that spread
mostly even, despite a brief dip
during the beginning of the
pandemic.
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Multifamily property values have also been on the rise over the past decade, as seen in the chart below. Since the housing crisis,
properties have generally increased in value at double-digit rates: Since the end of 2011, multifamily property values have grown
an average of 11 percent each year.
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We believe that multifamily property values are likely to remain fairly stable over the near term, despite an expectation of rising
capitalization rates over the second half of the year. Despite the recent increase in the 10-year Treasury yield, many commercial
real estate investors are still looking for assets other than retail, hospitality, and office space. Although the industrial sector
appears to be of interest to many investors, the focus is mostly on warehouse, data centers, and cold storage, and those options
are quite limited. In contrast, multifamily demand remains robust as of first quarter 2022. With rents still rising, many commercial
real estate investors are still interested in multifamily properties. That said, cap rate spreads to the 10-year Treasury are
tightening, yet many investors believe that current spreads are still a fair cushion.
So, why is it different this time than back in 2006 when spreads were also tight leading up to the Great Recession? The answer is
multifamily fundamentals. Back in 2006-2007, multifamily cap rates fell due to increased demand from investors seeking to
convert existing multifamily rental properties into condominiums as a way to meet increased demand in owned properties by
consumers. These condo converters were planning on a quick exit from the property by selling off each of the units individually to
new condo owners; hence they were willing to pay more for a multifamily rental property than it might have warranted. This time
around, investors are interested in multifamily rental properties based on multifamily fundamentals, stemming from both
demographics and ongoing demand for rental units.
Treasury Interest Rates and Multifamily Capitalization Rates
Moreover, fundamentals are expected to remain stable for the multifamily sector, with rent growth expected to moderate but
remain positive over the remainder of the year. That said, multifamily fundamentals and trends will vary by metro, submarket
and, in some cases, neighborhood. Additionally, we remain concerned about a softening of trends over the next 12-18 months
due to national macroeconomic and global factors.
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Existing Safeguards for Multifamily Acquisitions
In addition to the previously discussed advantages of the multifamily sector during a rising interest rate environment, Fannie Mae
has safeguards built into our business practices to help protect against market factors. As part of the Fannie Mae DUS program,
approved lenders are required to adhere to the rigorous credit and underwriting standards outlined in the DUS Selling and
Servicing Guide. The DUS Guide contains mandatory requirements that all multifamily loans must satisfy and provides guidance
and operating procedures to assist delegated lenders in the underwriting process. Our Multifamily business continuously engages
with stakeholders to maintain an updated DUS Guide that reflects current market conditions as well as the risk tolerance of our
firm.
DUS lenders complete a comprehensive evaluation of the loan size and property quality – including inspection, market analysis,
and baseline exit analysis – to ensure that each loan meets our risk tolerances outlined in the DUS Guide. The lender reviews the
quality of the multifamily properties based on income and expenses, third-party appraisals, physical needs assessments, titles
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and surveys, and environmental assessments. Notably, since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, Fannie Mae continues
to underwrite economic occupancy rather than physical occupancy, which determines creditworthiness based on paying renters.
For each multifamily loan, the lender performs a baseline exit analysis at underwriting based on standard assumptions to
mitigate the risk of maturity default. This exit analysis provides reasonable assurance that the loan can be repaid at maturity.
Unlike single-family residential mortgage loans that generally amortize over 30 years, a multifamily loan is typically a 10-year
mortgage loan that amortizes on a 30-year schedule but has a balloon payment at the end of the loan term. Fannie Mae performs
an analysis of the borrower’s ability to refinance the mortgage loan in the year after the maturity date by calculating a
capitalization rate based on the projected net cash flows and refinance interest rate.
For the majority of multifamily loans, the projected net cash flow is calculated using the loan’s underwritten net cash flow at year
one with the underwritten economic vacancy level, a 3% expense growth rate, and an income growth rate that is the average 10year rent growth rate based on the market where the property is located, effectively using real live data from our book of
business. To ensure a conservative outlook on rent growth rates, we take numerous steps to ensure no unusually high growth
rates are utilized as these may be unsustainable through the loan term. These measures include building in caps to the income
growth rate itself as well as rate step-downs in later years of the loan term if rent growth is above 3% 1 in year two of the term but
below the cap. This also helps to protect Fannie Mae against interest rate risk, as we cannot predict interest rates at the time of
loan maturity when the debt is refinanced.
However, for select multifamily housing types2, such as student housing, seniors housing, and affordable housing, the income
growth rate used in the calculation is 2%. These base assumptions are indicative only, and more conservative estimates may be
applied if warranted by circumstances particular to the property. This baseline exit analysis, which provides reasonable
assurance that repayment is possible at loan maturity, considers the current rising interest rate environment in a conservative
manner to ensure Fannie Mae continues to add loans within its risk tolerance. Additionally for floating-rate loans, Fannie Mae
requires interest rate caps, which are either embedded or purchased by the borrower, to protect against higher interest rates.
Furthermore, we employ Applicant Experience Check (ACheck®) to identify and monitor the multifamily borrowers who represent
potential risk exposure. We factor ACheck history into our decision to acquire a loan, thus creating a deterrent to adverse risk
behavior.

Effective Management
The success of our business practices depends on inter-departmental communication. Each multifamily loan underwritten to
Fannie Mae standards is continuously evaluated throughout the loan lifecycle by the many teams that comprise the Multifamily
business. Fannie Mae Multifamily samples recently purchased loans on an ongoing basis to determine their compliance with
established underwriting risk parameters. Furthermore, Multifamily routinely performs quality control assessments of property
financial and inspection submissions in addition to catastrophe monitoring to ensure the underlying assets are performing. With
ongoing surveillance, we intervene early to keep delinquencies and losses to a minimum.
Within 24 months of maturity, Fannie Mae Multifamily confirms orderly repayment or financing by the borrower. Together, Fannie
Mae and lenders conduct a risk analysis to demonstrate that the borrower will remain in a positive equity position and committed
to the property. Through our collaborative multifamily teams, who are in continuous communication about borrower
performance, our loss mitigation team is already aware whenever a borrower does not qualify for a refinance and efforts have
already been made to address potential issues. In the event refinancing is not an option for the borrower, our loss mitigation
team takes action to reduce the severity of a potential loss. These actions include a dual track approach, which initiates the
foreclosure process and borrower negotiations simultaneously.
We reduce the risk of balloon default through early detection of risk, communication with internal teams and lenders,
maintaining our responsibility for future business with the borrower, and managing delinquencies to minimize the risk of default.
Our proactive loss mitigation philosophy enables us to maintain sound credit performance through all economic cycles. Fannie
Mae’s Multifamily credit losses peaked in 2010 at 27 basis points (bps) compared to 123 bps for all FDIC Institutions in 2010 and
130 bps for all CMBS in 2011.

A rate of 2% is used in Pre-Review markets.
Select multifamily housing types: student housing property, dedicated student housing property, seniors housing property, Multifamily
Affordable Housing property, structured transaction, and mortgage loan secured by multiple properties
1
2
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The strength of our loan performance is further augmented by the longevity of our seasoned Multifamily workforce, each of whom
has an average of over 20 years of industry experience. Our tenured employees from across all employee levels, from associates to
senior management, have contributed to maintaining favorable credit performance despite market fluctuations. To meet the everchanging market cycle demands, we cross-train our staff, enabling us to allocate resources when and where they are needed
during economic downturns. As a company, we are proud to have a seasoned workforce with longstanding relationships with our
DUS lenders.

Knowing Our Partners
With over 30 years of experience since the DUS program began, our DUS model has proven itself to be highly successful. Today,
we maintain a select group of 23 DUS lenders who exhibit financial strength, extensive multifamily underwriting and servicing
experience, and strong portfolio performance. Our approved DUS lenders must operate within our stringent credit and
underwriting criteria, be subject to ongoing credit review and compliance monitoring, and maintain a stake of risk in each loan for
the life of the loan. Due to our unique risk-sharing model, the interests of borrowers, lenders, and Fannie Mae are aligned
throughout the life of the loan, and we believe this alignment of interests improves the performance of all parties and optimizes
outcomes. The success of our risk-sharing DUS model is a testament to the strength of our dedicated relationship management
with our DUS lenders.

Conclusion
Our longstanding business practices through our DUS program, including our lender risk-sharing construct, our tenured
Multifamily team, and our collaborative relationships with DUS lenders, allowed the Multifamily business to withstand past
market cycles. As we continue to proactively assess market risks at underwriting, we are confident that these combined forces
will maintain strong loan performance despite the current rising interest rate environment.

Contact Us
For additional information or assistance, please call the Fannie Mae
Fixed Income Investor Helpline at 1-800-2FANNIE or email us.
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